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ABSTRACT

Most models of spati.al choice are single-activity, or
sectoral, models dealing with only one field of spatiäl decision
making. Models dealj.ng with more than one decisiön field tend,
to be either too simplistic or very large. But even most
advanced comprehensive multi-activity models suffer from incompatibility of their subsystem models and inconsistency of the
linkages between them.
In this PaPer it is demonstrated that linking spatial choice
models in a multi-activity modeling framework is a largely
unresolved and widely neglected problem. rt is argued that more
attention shourd be paid to modeling the inteidependencies
between subsystems either by developing more compatibre singleactivity models or by developing unified models of multi-aciiv:-ty
systems. In the final sectj-on of the paper, a concept of a
unified multi-activity spatial choice model based on micro
simulation is suggested.
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LTNKING SPATIAL CHOICE

MODELS

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of urban systems is not a self-governing,

self-propel11ng process of nature, but altogether the result
of human decisions, of thousands, mi-I1ions of decisj-ons, many
sma11 and some large, occurring over time as a broad stream of
concurrent, unrelated or interrelated, individual or collective,
decision acts

fn their search for understanding the overwhelming complexity of this stream of decisj.ons, urban researchers have
tried to identify groups of decision makers acting in similar
\^rays, such as travelers, shoppers, workers, households, developers, and entrepreneurs. Next, they tried to separate decision
fields or markets in which these actors operate to pursue certain activities such as travel, shopplng, finding a job or a
residence, or investing in housing or industry: the transport
market, the retail market, the labor market, the housing market,
the land and construction market. Final1y, they constructed
models dealing with each of these markets separately: transport
models, retail models, employment models, residential locatlon
models, housing market models, or land use models.
-1-

-2In particular the most sophisticated of these models are
usually restricted to one activity, market, ot decision field.
This forces them to make assumptions about interactions with
other market sometimes so strong that the model results may be
invalidated altogether. So other modeli.ng approaches try to
address the interconnectedness of the various urban activities
or markets expli-cit1y by modeling several of them together.
This leads either to very simplistic models lacking much of- the
detail of single-activity models t ox to very large models.
Large models have been crltj-zed in the past for being large,
expensive, cumbersome to use, and deficient of theory (Lee 1973;
sayer L9761 1979). This criticism will not be discussed here.
Rather, the discussion wil.l focus on more recent comprehensive
models which, while still being 1arge, do incorporate some of
the most advanced, theoretically well defined subsystem models
avai"lab1e.

In thj.s paper, it will be demonstrat,ed that even these most
advanced comprehensive multi-activity models suffer from severe
conceptual weaknesses with respect to the linkages between their
subsystem models. In particular, it will be shown that most of
these comprehensive models are eclectic in the choice of submodel
types and often combine incompatible submodels in an ad-hoc, inconsj-stent, and sometimes misleading manner.

It will be concluded, therefore, that linking spatial choice
models is a largely unresolved and widely negelected problem in
urban modeling. It will be argued that more attention should be
paid to model the interdependencies between subsystems either
by developing more compatible single-activity models or by
developing unified models of multi-activity systems. In the
final section of the paper, a concept of a unj-fied multi-activity
spatial choice model based on micro simulati-on is suggested.
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1.

CHOICE MODELS

In this first, section, a brief review of choice models, in
particular spatial choice models, available to the urban modeler
will be given.
.1 Utility-based Choice l,lodels
There has been a long way from the homo oeconomieus to
contemporary behavioral choice theory. For a considerable time,
economic theory did not even accept the notion of subjective
utilityr eQuating utility soleIy with monetary profit. But even
after the i.ntroduction of the subjective expected ut,ility (sEU)
model (Savage 1954; Luce and Raiffa 1gS7), decision theory
remaj-ned for a long time predominantly a prescriptive theory
(cf. Keeney and Raiffa 1976).
Obviously, however, this theory did not say anything about
how decisions were actualry made. rt was evident that the
perfectly informedr perfectly rational utitity maximizing decision maker was a fiction that had no counterpart in real 1ife.
Numerous psychological laboratory experiments demonstrated that
lack of relevant information as well as information overload
can read to serious "pathologies" in the decision behavi.or of
people, i.e. to gross deviatj.ons from the rational norm (Slovic
1972; Tversky and Kahnemann 1974). consequently, there have
been various attempts to revise the rational decision modeI,
such as the concept of "bounded rationality', (Simon 1956), the
"satisficing" concept (March and simon 1958), or concepts based
on heuri-stics like "elimination by aspects,' (Tversky 1972).
An alternative way to account for the observed deviations
of decision behavlor from what seems to be the rational norm
is to subsume all unexplained behavi-or into a random component
of the utility function as it is done in the random utilj.ty
1

model (Luce 1959):
*
u,r-l

=

u.rl + t.Ll

(1)

*

where ü;rJ+ is the perceived utility of a decisj.on arternative
), j - 1,...,J, to a group of decision maker L, i = 1r...,!,
and olj and .ij are its deterministj-c and stochastic components,
respectively. The random term eij is thoughl to represent all
taste differences between individual decision makers in the
group i as well as all inhomogeneity in j, prus all disturbances
ari.sing out of possible measurement errors in the preferenee
function v.r-l..

Wlth this random extension of the utility function, the
concept of utility maximLzing behavior can be retained: Decision maker group i will choose alternative j over alternative
j'-Llal
if ul. , ol..r or probabilistically,
-Prrl = Prob(u.-rl + €,rl ) lJ,-,
rl'

* E;-r,i
rl''

jt

= 1r...rJ)
J-

(2)

1r...rr
1r...,J

where p.,.
- r-l is the probability of alternative j being chosen by
decision maker group i, and

intr=1
7'

(3)

In passing, it may be noted that lumping all varj-ation of
i and j into one random variable certainly is one of the crudest
possible ways of dealing with reality.
rn particular, the random
utility model compretely ignores the impact of uncertainty or
risk on decision behavior treated explicitly in the sEU mode1.
with certain assumptions about the distributions of the
disturbance terms .ij (cf. Domencich and McFad,den 197s), it is
possj.ble to calculate the odds that alternati-ve j is preferred
over alternative j' as a loglinear function of the difference
between the meanr oE deterministic, utilities
,ij, i.e. ignoring
the disturbance terms .ij,

-5In (pii /e r,

,)

=

ßi (*r

j - ,ij

,)

(4)

This equation is based on ti:re ehoice axiom by Luce (1959) stating
that the choice ratio of two alternatives depends only on their
utility and is independent of other alternatives of the choice
set. From (3) and (4), the multinomial logit choj.ce model can
be derived:
(s)

where piL) i is the probability that of all alternatives ), , j' =
1 ,...,J,
alternative j will be selected. The parameter ßi in

(4) and (5) is inversely related to the standard deviat,ion of
tlj (cf. Anas 1981) and can thus be interpreted as a measure of
homogeneity of the preferences hidden behind the mean utility.
Another useful way to look at ßi is to interpret it as a kind
of elasticity indicating (by determining the gradient of the
exponential function) how much the e' should be affected by a
smal1 d,if ference in t,he ui j . Both interpretations mean the same.
SmaII values of ßi indicate a high degree of diversity in
preferences and/or alternatives, accordingly, the choice pattern
will be dispersed; large values of ßi indicate homogeneity of
preferences and alternatives, accordingly, the choice pattern
will tend to maximize utility rij, if ßi = * t strict optimization
occurs (cf. Brotchie et al. 1980).
fn most cases, the deterministic part of utility, ui,, will
be multiattribute, i.e. will be composed of several attributes
contributing in various degrees to overall utility.
The most
commonly used model for aggregating component utilities
is the
additive multiattribute (MAU) model based on the theory of conjoint measurement (Luce and Tukey 1964), which can be written:
u.r.l

=lk

*iktiktfiu(xr)1

(6)

-6where f-,_ (. ) is a generating funetion specifying how to construct
lK'
a composite attribute k from one or more elements of a vector
*j of rah, attributes of alternatlve ); vrO(.) is a oalue function
mapping composite attribute k onto a standardized utility scale

importance aeights standard.ized such that

I w.. =
ft r-K

1

(7)

Different *ik and v1tr (. ) are specified for different groups of
decision makers i to account for different perceptions of utility.
Note that by stand.ardi zLng the wrn and v1,. ( . ) , it is guaranteed
implies that also the ßi in (5) are comparable across applicatj-ons. Figure 1 illustrates the transformation of utility into
odds by standardized exponential functions with various values
of ßi and the resulting market shares in the binomial case.
fn most applications, the ßi, *ik, vrn(.) , and fjk(.) are
usually lumped together into one vector of coefficients that can
be estimated by maximum likelihood (see, for instance, Anas
1981b). While this is dictated by the estimation technique, it
must still be considered as very unfortunate, as it obscures the
sequence of transformations the data have to undergo rendering
the estimat,ed coef f icients virtually uninterpretable. Thi.s,
however, makes the model totally dependent on survey data and
seriously restrict,s its transferability from one application to
another.

Despite these problems, the multinomj-al logit mod.el is
widely used because of its convenient properties. As all add,itive utility models, it requires that additivity constraints
in the attributes be satisfied (cf. Keeney and Raiffa 1976) ,
besides, the choice axiom, oD which it restsr ßäy produce
unplausible results for nearly identical alternatives (cf"
Domencich and McFadden 1975). However, these pitfalls can be
avoided by careful design of the model. One particularly
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-8aPpealj-ng way of doing this is to hj.erarchically structure the
choice process into choice sequences or levels, thus arriving

at the sequential or multilevel logit modeI. Other random
utility models, like the probit mode1, in which the assumptions
about the distribution of the error terms .ij are relaxed, Räy
become of value for practical applications in the future. For
a description of these and other choice models see van Lierop
and Nijkamp (1981).

1.2 Spatial Choice Mode1s
If the alternatives are distributed over space, a spat.i.al
choice model arises. Spat,ial choices occur in most urban activity
fields or markets. Travelers choose among destinations, transport
modesr or routes; workers decide to take on a job at a particular
location; individuals or households decide to shop at a particular
retail location, to set,tle down in a certain residential neighborhood t ot to use a public facility at a particurar location;
developers or entrepreneurs select a particurar parcel of land
for residential development or industrial location or relocation.
No different kind of choice models is needed for modeli-ng
such choicesr äs all relevant determinants of spatial choice
can be easily incorporated into the general utility-based models
presented above. in particular, it can be shown that the family
of spatial interaction models based on the principle of entropy
maximizatlon (wilson 1970) can be relnterpreted within the framework of random utility theory. For instance in the productlonconstrained trip distribution mode1, the proportion of trips
originating in zone i and ending in zone j can be expressed as
D.

'rl

=

T..
1'l
o.t

w.I exp(ß
- u.,)
r-'l
I *j, exp( ß urr,
j'

(8)
)

where T.1J are trips from i to ), Oi are trips originating in L,
and !,L are attractor variables indicating potential trip desti J
nations in i, and the u.rl are utilities of a trip from i to j.
.
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This expression is identical to ( 5 ) except for the attractor variables wj . The W. are weights accounti-ng for the fact
that the alternatives are aggregates of equal or similar subIn this case,
alternatives having the same mean utility tlj.
the aggregates are zones of different size, and the subalternatives are potential destinations in the zones. If each zone
contai-ned only one potential destination, the choice set would
be disaggregate, and equation (8) would collapse to (5).
While the form of equation (8) differs for the disaggregate
and the aggregate choice set, it does not depend on the level
of aggregation on the side of the decision maker or actor. The
choice function looks the same in the strictly disaggregate case
(single actors), in the semi-dlsaggregate case (groups of actors), and in the strictly aggregate case (aII actors). However, with increasing aggregation, the aggregation error in the
ß and the u.1l increases.
Anas (1981b) has shown that all kinds of spatial interaction
models from the unconstrained to the doubly-constrained model
can be derived from the entropy-maximi"zing as well as from the
utili-ty-maximizing approach at all levels of aggregati-on, and that
both types of models give identical results at the same leve1 of
aggregation.
As entropy-based and utility-based models are formally identica1, the only difference between them rests on their interpretation. If only the macro behavior of the system is of interest,
the entropy interpretation is appropriate. lf, however, one is
interested in modeling spatial choice on a micro scale, clearly
the utility-based interpretation is more preferable. This becomes obvious if one looks at the utilities
uij in ( 8 ) . A utility-based approach would suggest to think of them as aggregates
of component utillties, säy, of travel tj-me Urj and travel cost
(6):
c.1l additively aggregated in the manner of equation

tii

= *d ta(dij)

* *" t.(tij)

(e)

where wU and w" are weights summing up to unity, and vU(. ) and
t" ( . ) are value functions mapping travel time or travel cost,

-I0respectively, onto a utility scale. For vd(dij), f or i-nstance,
a logistic function of the dlfference between d. and a stan,
dard travel time do may be appropriate:
vu(dr,

)

=

I + exp tv(dr, - d") l

(

10

)

a formulation would guarantee that all possible values of
vU(.), v"(.), and u.. 1ie between zeto and one, and that the
parameter ß in (8) would have the same magnitude and interpretation as the ßi in ( 5 ) .
Within the limits of the multinomial logi-t modeI, equation
(8) may be considered as the basic model of spatial choice from
which most spatial choice models presently used in practical
modeling applications can be derived. This will be demonstrated
in the following section.
Such

2.

MULTI.ACTIVITY SPATIAL CHOTCE MODELS

Although the main emphasis of urban modeling research has
in the past been on sectoral, si_ngle-activity models, there have
been some attempts to link two or more urban activity fields 1n
a common model framework. Figure 2 contains a l1st of some more
recent multi-activity models together with a few historical ones.
For each model it is indicated whlch subsystems or processes are
generated endogenously i.n the mode1. That is, only two-way in_
teractions between subsystems are taken into account. For in-

stancer ä t€sidential location model using a fixed impedance matrlx as exogenous input for constructing its work trip tahIe,
is not considered as having a transport model and. therefore would
not be incruded in the list of multi-activity models. However,
the list contains residential location models in which travel
costs change due to congestion or in which the modal split is
determined endogenously. rn these cases, transport is counted as
a separate activlty.
Before discussing the problems of linking subsystems in mu1ti-activity models, in this section a brief review based on the
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analysis of the 19 models listed in Figure 2 will given. r'or
each of the model subsystems indicated in Figure 2 (employment,
population, housj.ng, land use, and transport) the alternative
modering approaches represented in the sample of models will
be compared. rn each case it will be asked whether the model
can be interpreted or reinterpreted as a spatial choice model
and which behavioral assumptions would be implied by such interpretat,ion.

This part of the pape" is still
in the proeess of being unitten.
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3.

LINKING SPATIAI CHOICE

},IODELS

In this sectlon, the urban models reviewed in the preceding sectj-on will be evaluated as multi-activity models, i.e.,
with respect to their subsystem Iinkages. The discussion will
identify problems arising from these Iinkages as a conseguence
of submodel incompatibility or because of the nature of the
linking mechanisms themselves.
3. t

Missing

Submodels

As it can be seen from Figure 2, all models include a residential location submodel; indeed, this is the only submodel
present in all models. The next most frequent activity modeled
is retail and/or household-serving employment. That j"s somewhat surprisingr äs these sectors comprise only a relatively
small fraction of total employment, but may be explained by the
fact that a number of well-known models exist for modeling
household-serving employment. Models for locating nonservice
employment are much less frequent in the sample of models, and
this may be considered a serious omj.ssion as virtually all res-

idential location submodels in the sample rely in some way on
the work-to-home spatial relationship, which means that in all
models the location of employment has to be provided either endogenously or exogenously.
Perhaps the most startling result of the review of the 19
models is that only a minority of them take the aging of the
population and the formation of households into account. It can
be shown that natural increase or decrease of the population and
changes of the status of households in terms of i-ncome and size
during thei-r life cycle largely determine the volume and composltion of the demand for housing in a region. This omission has
far-reaching consequences for the residential location submodel
and its linkage with the transport submodelr äs it will be demonstrated below.
Another blind spot of many models of the sample is the lack
of a housing supply submodel. This omission means either to assume that housing supply is perfectly elastic to demand or to
completely specify the housing supply exogenously. If the num-

-I4ber of vacancj-es in the housing stock is Iow, the latter may
eliminate the need for a residential location model altogether"
The problem of linking demand and supply in spatial choice models will be discussed below.
If a housing supply submodel is included in the model, a
kind of land use accounting framework seems to be necessary,
as scarcity of vacant buildable land is one of the major forces
behj-nd urban spatial deconcentration. Yet there are several
models in the sample which have a housing supply submodel, but
no land use submodel. A similar critique may be applicable to
models containing an employment location submodel without taking supply of industrial land into account.
Most.of the transport submodels in the sample have an endogenous modal split and,/or capacity restraint (network congestion) part. There is nothing wrong with that, but if this 1s
the only other submodel linked to a residential location submodel, more meaningful input requiring much less computing
could be imagined. sti11 another observation also pointlng
to a certai-n bias of urban modelers towards payj-ng too much
attention to interaction aspects, is that virtuarly all moders
include the costs of i-nteraction, but only very few explicitly
deal with housing prices or land prices, which may be equally
or even more important.
3.2 Linki-ng Activities and Transport
one of the most misleading concepts of urban modeling is
the use of the singly-constrained spatial interaction model for
locating activities.
The idea, for instance, that if the workto-home trips can be adequately predicted, the residential 1ocations of workers are automaticalry known, may be formally
true, but has no practical value.
consi-der the static case. Even if the parameters of the
model are well caribrated using all available information including the observed tri-p ends, the production-constrained
model wilr usually give only poor predrctions, unless zonal
constraints are introduced. rn most practical applicati_ons
zonal constraints had to be imposed in order to get reasonable

-15-

results. The situation gets worse when the model is used for
forecasting purposes. Even if the forecasted totals compared
with the observed totals look acceptable, the forecasting errors
with respect to the rates of change will not. But only the
rates of change are of interest, because the totals are already
known, and the rates of change are usually very sma1l compared
with the totals.
Many modelers have responded to this difficula{ ny apPlying t.he spatial interaction type allocation model only to the
increments of acti-vities. However, this approach makes a separate model for updating the existing stock necessary: the
aging and household formation submodel in the case of population, and a housing vintage model in the case of the housing
stock. Where no such submodels exist, only the residential
model allocating total demand can be used. Of the models in
the sample, two use the incremental version of the productionconstrained interaction model (Leeds, Toronto), while others
have departed from the spatial interaction residential location model altogether (Empiric, NBER, Dortmund, MRRM, and
Brussels

)

.

Introducing zonal constraj.nts into the spatial interaction residential location model creates new problems of subsystem linkage. Because nothing can prevent the model from
allocatingr more activity to a zone than the constraints a11ow,
the excess allocation has to be redlstributed in a second or
third i-teration. In addition, in Lowry-type models in which
the demand for retail or service employment is calculated vi-a a
population-service rate, the residential location submodel and
the service employment location submodels have to be iterativeIy applied until they are in equilibrium. Berechman (f980) has
shown that iterative soluti-ons to this problem become inconsj-stent, when two-way interactions between the location submodels
and the transportation submodel are aSSumed, i.e., when congestion-sensi-tive travel costs are fed back to the location submodels. In this case, in each iteration the locatj-on submodel is
faced with a different set of travel costs and the allocation
cumulated over at1 iterations will not represent a general equilibrium of both, the activity and transport subsystems.

-1 6-

3.3. Linking Supply and Demand
A second group of linking problems can be summarized as
problems of linking supply and demand. One case of mismatch
between supply and demand has been discussed already in the
context of the singly-constrained interaction location model,
where excess allocations are redistributed in subsequent iterations. A more interesting way to deal with these excess allocations is to lnterpret them as unsatisfied demand and use
them to stimulate the generation of more supplyr äs this is
done in the two dynamic models of the sample (Brussels; Beaumont, Clarke and Wilson). Similar adjustment processes, without t.he time dlmension, are employed in the model by Choukroun
and Harris.
In the NBER and TOPAZ models, the optimizatj-on technique
applied requires that demand and supply are equaI. This is
achieved in the NBER model by simply removing excess households
or excess dwellings out of the market until the next simulation
period. In the TOPAZ model, a dummy activity, vacant 1and,
is introduced to make supply and demand equaI. In the other
optimzing models of the sample (Boyce, TRANSLOC, Los) r oo such
problems seem to exist. No mismatch between supply and demand
can arise in the models using micro simulation (Dortmund, I''lRRM,
SILUS).

A speclal problem of supply-demand linkage exists only for
models in which households are allocated to the housing stock
through the simulation of the housing market (NBER, Dortmund,
MRRM, SILUS). This problem arises from the fact that housing
markets are largely "second-hand" markets, in whi-ch new dwellings
constitute only a very small segment of the total housing stock,
while the bulk of the housing supply offered on the market consists of dwellings which, at the beglnning of the housing market simulation, are occupied by households who will represent
the housing demand during the market period.
This makes it difficult to derive the housing demand and
the housing supply in two separate models. The standard approach to this problem is to link the demand and supply submodeIs by household-housing occupancy information and jointly es-

-L7
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timate mover households and vacant dwe11 ings, and temporarily
storing the mover households in a "mover poo1". This approach
has been followed by the NBER, MRRM, and SILUS models.
A drawback of this approach is that it separates the decision to move from the choice of a dwelling and a residential
location. But clearly these are not independent from each
other, beacuse a household who cannot find a more attractive
dwelling than its present one will certainly not move and will
not vacate its dwe1l1ng. In the Dortmund modeI, therefore, the
decisi-on to move and the search for a new dwelling are jointly
modeled in a common micro simulation model.

3.4 Linking Choice and No.n-Choice Models
In the models sampled, the only submodel which is not a
model of human decisions, is the aging and household formation
submodel. Its purpose is to age the model population by one
simulation period, including births and deaths, and to estimate
the evolution of households in terms of ä9€, size, and income,
including ne$, and dissolving households.
Only five of the 19 models contain an aging and household
formation submodel. They aIl use a kind of semi-Markov approach
applying exogenously or endogenously specified transition rates
to the population and,/or household distributions. While this
kind of model is straightforward conceptionally, it is not easy
to link it with the other, decision-based submodels. The reason
for this lies in the conflicting time structures of both kinds
of models. In reality, both, choice and non-choice Processes
occur in a continuous stream of events. However, thls cannot
be replrcated in the modeI, as different modeling techniques
are used for the two types of models. For instance, the NBER
model uses a micro simulation approach for the household formation model, but a more aggregated multinomial logit choice plus
an optimization model for the housing demand and market clearing
submodels. In the Dortmund model, however, the household formation model is solved by matrix multiplication, whereas the housing market model uses micro simulation.
As a concequence, in all five models the choice and nonchoice submodels are not processed sj-multaneously, but sequen-
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tial1y. This creates problems of consistency (e.9., when migrants entering the region at mid-period are to be merged with
the existing population) r but also of plausibj.lity. For instance, in the Dortmund model the household formation submodel
is executed first followed by the housing market simulation,
just as if the total housing market process were compressed to
the very last day of the simulation peri-od.
3.5 Problems of Seguence
The last example illustrates that most of the problems of
linking spatial choice models in multi-activi-ty models are
problems of sequence resulting from the fake block-recursive
structure of these models..
Typically, the multiactivity models consist of submodels,
which may cont,ain systems of simultaneous equations, €.g.,
optimizatj-on procedures, within their boundaries, but which
are designed to be executed only once during a simulation period. However, each of these submodels is connected with at
least one other submodel, mostly by a two-way 1ink. This is
particularly true for the transport submodel, which is bidirectionally connected with most other submodels.
Moreover, several submodels operate on the same model variables. One example was the household formatlon model whlch
changes the household distributions of the zones as does the
residential location or housing market mode1. The same applies
to the housing market model and the housing supply model. Land
use is another example as all other actj-vities need land and in
fact compete for it where it is scarce.
So the decision of the model builder in which sequence the
submodels of a multi-activity model are to be processed may be
crucial. To decide that submodel A is to precede submodel B
means that A has priority access to scarce resources, e.9., land,
but will know what is going on in B only in the next simulation
period. Conversely, B may get less from the scarce resources,
but can utilize the results of A immediately. By his decision
on submodel sequence, the model builder in fact decides on the
implicit lag structure of his model.
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of these problems can be eliminated by iteratively
processing blocks of submodels several times, and indeed that
is the conrmon practice. However, especiarly in the larger models serious problems of seguence remain. unfortunatery, in
the model descriptions these questions are almost never dissome

cussed.

A UNIFIED

CHOICE MODEL OF URBAN CHANGE

rn the flna] section of this paper, a concept for a unified multi-activity spatial choice model will be suggested.
rt is necessary to remark at the beginning that, for practical
and economic reasons a model of the kind suggested here will
not be feasj-ble in the near future. Therefore, this presentation should be taken as a conceptual exercise intended to
stimulate discussi-on and criticism.
consider a moder consisting onLg of a controrled, sequence
of individuar ehoiee processes formalry similar, but different
in substance. The basi-c buirding brock of this moder, calred
the choice moduLe, is described below.
4.1 The Choice Module
The choice module is a procedure simulating a probabilistic

choice process in a given context. For this purpose, the procedure first generates a probabilistic choice situatlon and then
makes a choice based on random utility maxi_mization.
The simulation of a choice process in the choice module has
four phases: a sampling phase, a search phase, a choice phase,
and an aggregation phase:

rn the sampling phase, a decision maker or choice actor
is sampled from all possibre choice actors depending on
the given context.
rn the search phase, the choice set is searched for a suitable cholce alternative, and one alternati-ve is selected.
- rn the choice pltase, a decision is made to accept or not to
accept the selected alternative.
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In

Ehe aggregation phase, the consequences of the choice
made are aggregated and executed in the system.

The following illustrative

description of a choice process
is taken from the context of the housing market as modeled in
the Dortmund model and draws on Wegener (1981a):
In the sampling phase, a household looking for a dwelling
or a landlord looking for a tenant for his vacant dwelling is
sampled. In general, households and landlords are sampled pyo
rata, but if the household is occupying a dwel1ing, i.e., if a
move is to be generated, it is assumed that the propensity to
move depends on the satisfaction (or dissati-sfaction) with the
present d,welling. Households occupying a dweIllng are stored
in a three-dimensional matrix I of dimensions mr rrl = 1 ,. . . ,M
for household type, k, lq = 1,...rK for dwelling type, and !,
i = 1, ... ,I for zone. The satisfaction of a household with its
dwelling, umki, is a weighted average of housing attributes
with the di.mensions housing size and quality, neighborhood
guality, location, and housing cost. Then
P (k

(-o u*i)
R*ri exP (-o ,*ri)

R*:.i

lmi) =

I

exp

(11)

is the probability that of all households of type m living in
zone i-, one occupying a dwelling of type k will be sampled.
In the seareh phase, the sampled household looks for a
suitable dwellingr or the sampled landlord looks for a tenant
for hi-s dweIIing. It is assumed that the household first
chooses a zone j.n which to look for a dwelIing. This is not
independent from its present residence and its present work
zone. The probability that the household t.ries zone iI is:

P(i' lmki)

.

=

exp (ß =i j_,
t Dk,i,
J\ *
Dk,i, exp(s

kr

iJ, kJ,

)

"ii,)

(12)

where ? is the matrix of vacant dwellings with dimensions K x I r
and sr,, is an expression indicating the locational attractiveness of zone i-' as a new residential location for a household
now living in zone i and working in a zone j near i (see Wegener
1981b)

.

The household then looks for a vacant dwelling in zone i'

.

The probability that it inspects a dwelIlng of type k' is

P

(k' lmkii' )

=

Dk'i r

exP

(Y u63'1

'

)

Dk,i,
€x' (y u-k r 1,
r; 4
-L
kr

(13)
)

Figure 3 shows all po.ssible sequences of sampling and
search steps for households and landlords as implemented in the
Dortmund model. Here the choice modules are called market transactions.
In the ehoice phase, in all cases the household decides
whether to accept the inspected dwelling or not. It is assumed
that it does if it can improve its housing satisfaction by a
certain margin, i.e., it acts as a sati-sficer. If it declines,
it enters another search phase, but with each try it accepts a
lesser improvement. After a number of unsuccessful attempts
it abandons the idea of a move.
In the aggregation phase, all changes of the relevant household and housing distributions, multiplied by the sampli.ng
factor are performed. Then the next market transaction is
started.
4.2 Linkinq Choice Modules
Sindlar choice modules can be constructed for about every
aspect of urban life.
The right-hand column of Figure 4 shows
a selection of conceivable choice modules corresponding to the
activities and submodels of Figure 2.
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Activity

Choice Module

Submodel

nonservrce
employment

employment

retail,/service
employment

Iocate new job,/firm
remove job,/firm
relocate j ob,/f irm
modernize job,/firm
locate new job,/firm
remove )ob/firm
relocate iob/firm

modernize j ob,/f irm

unemployment

labor force/

enter Iabor force
find job
change job
get fired
retire

aging

be born
get older
die

household

get older
get married
have child
get divorced
join household

population
formation

leave household

Iand use

-J

residential
location

find dwelling
offer dwelliäg

housing

-L-

locate new dwelling
demolish dwelling

-{

!:I.rt]äur."u

f

rand suppry

I

land price
car
ownership

transport

travel

Figure

4

Activities,

adjust land price
car
Ir- buv
sell car

-

make work trip
make shopping trip
make school trip
make leisure trip
make business trip

submodels, and choice modules

-24The choice models are linked and driven by micro simulation,
more specifically, Monte carlo simulatj-on. The principle of
Monte Carlo simulati.on consists in drawing seguences of random
numbers and mapping them onto cumulated probability distributions
of the kind of (11)-(13). This method has been first used in

social science applications by orcutt et a1. (1961, 197g), and
in urban simulation by chapin and wei-ss (1969), and has recently
received new interest for its flexibility
and ease of application (Kreibich 1979; Clarke et al. 1979, l9B0).
The difference in the application of Monte Carlo simulation
suggested here is that it is used with probabilities derived
from random utility choice models like the ones in (11)-(13),
whereas the earlier applications used observed choice probabilities (with the exception of Chapin and lnleiss who employed some
notion of locational attractiveness) .
The macro structure of the model now becomes extremely
simple and can be described by a five-Iine algorJ.thm:
for n = 1rN do
select activity
select submodel
select choice module
end

where n is a counter counting the choi.ce modules executed, until
some limit N is reached.

Note that after each choice module, a new activity and a
new submodel are selected. That is to say that submod.els are
no longer treated as solid blocks executed one after the other,
but are split j-nto j-nnumerable small segments which are processed
in a randomly interspersed fashion.
The sequence in which actj-vities, submodels, and. choice
modules are selected, is not completely random, but is controlled
by probability distributions reflecting the macro state of the

system includj-ng information from its outer environment such
as the i.nternational, national, ot state Ieve1s.
The great advantages of this modeling approach are its
simplicity and mod,ularity. It is immedj.ately obvious that the
interlinked parallel processing of all submodels completely
elimj.nates all problems of seguence and consistency discussed
above. Because of its modularity, the model can easily be
changed and adapted to new problem fields or be tested with
different hypotheses about search and choice behavior.

Unfortunately, even with very large and fast. computers
running this model will presently be still quite expensive.
This, however, need not to be a restriction for a long time.
If memory and. computing costs continue to go down at the present
rate for only a number of years, there will be no longer the
need to build more complicated smaller models.
4.3 Calilrration
The united spatial choice model can be calibrated like any
other multinomial logit model, although it may be difficult to
get all necessary data.
However, the model is also suited for non-survey calibration
if the transofmralions of attributes into utilities described
earU.er in this paper are employed. As the model contains only
one-to-one replications of actual choice situations it is possible to derive the weights and value functions needed for
computing utilities
from interviews or even from secondary
sources by very simple direct scaling techniques. This approach
has been followed successfully with the housing market part of
the Dortmund model (see Iniegener 1981b) .
The rationale underlying this approach is that human choice
behavior, irrespective of its somet.imes erratic appearance, rests
on a few very stabre patterns which, like the "deep structures"
of a language (Chomsky 1957) are hidden behind the observable
surface phenomena. These patterns are determined by, among
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others, very simple constraints of time and space and biologi-cal
and technical conditions which will not change very much in a
short ti-me. If that is correct, choice in spatial choice models
may be not as free, as choice modelers like to believe, and it
may be sufficient to model the constraints weII to have a good
modeI.

CONCLUS ION

In this PaPer it has been shown that linking spatial choice
models in a multi-activity modeling framework is a rargely
unresolved and widely neglected problem.
Two conclusj.ons may be drawn from this result:
One possible
approach is to develop more compatible single-activity mod.els
which can be lj-nked more easily and consistentry. The problem
with this approach is that there will always remain conflicts
of submodel seguence, which will introduce implicit lags into
the model. The other possible approach j-s to develop unified
models of multi-activity systems. The hypotheticar model
presented in the paper demonstrates that this may be possible
without losing the desirable property of model modularity, but,
presently such moders seem not to be feasible for practical
and economic reasons.
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